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Abstract. In this note functional completeness for certain subsystems of intuitionistic propositional logic, notably Lambek propositional logic and intuitionistic
linear propositional logic, is established w.r.t. a 'sequential' interpretation.
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Introduction
·,
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In [13] Zucker and Tragesser present a solution to the adequacy problem for what
they call 'inferential logic'. The label "inferential logic" here covers logical systems
"with an 'intuitionistic' natural deduction formalization, and an inferen ti a/ interpretation" ([13], p. 501 f. ). An interpretation of a natural deduction formalization
is inferen ti al, if

( *)

the meaning of each logical operation c is given by its
set R1( c) of introduction rules.

Zucker and Tragesser show that under certain assumptions inferential propositional
logic is functionally complete w.r.t. the set S0 = {J, /\, V, l} of logical operations
and inferential predicate logic is functionally complete w.r.t. S1 So U {V, 3,
Prawitz [8] proves functional completeness of S0 w.r.t. a semantics which slightly
differs from the inferential interpretation. A proof of the adequacy of So w.r.t.
Kripke's semantics for intuitionistic propositional logic IPL can be found in [7).
The adequacy of S0 w.r.t. an extended natural deduction framework that allows
for assumptions of arbitrary finite level has been proved by Schroeder-Heister [9].
This result is extended to S1 in [10]. In what follows, the adequacy problem for
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certain subsystems of IPL will be considered, starting from 'La.mbek propositional logic' alias intuitionistic 'sequential' propositional logic ISPL, i.e. intuitionistic
propositional logic without structural rules in a. sequent calculus presentation. The
analysis is carried out in a. semantical framework which ma.y be called sequential
interpretation.
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A few remarks on strategy

An intuitionistic system of natural deduction is formulated in terms of deductions
from finite premiss-sets, assuming monotonicity of inference:

(Cl)

If

r I- A and r Ç r', then r' I- A.

Besides (Cl), inferential logic is subject to the following conditions:
( C2)

For every logica.I constant c there is a. set R1( c) of introduction
rules (I-rules) for c, and a. set RE(c) of elimination rules (E-rules)
for c. There are no other inference rules.

(C3)

(explicitness) Every I-rule for c contains (one occurrence of) 'c' in
the conclusion only. Every E-rule for c contains ( one occurrence of)
'c' in the premisses only.

(C4)

(separation) The rules in R1(c), RE(c) do not refer to a.ny
constant other than c.

(CS)

Every connective is p-ary for some fixed p (0 ~ p

< w).

Now, Zucker and Tragesser proceed as follows. They claim to present the most
general form, say F, of an (intuitionistic) I-rule for a. propositional connective c.
By conditions (C3), (C4), instantiations of Fa.re explicit and separated. From the
shape of F and (CS), it can be concluded that for every connective c, the set R1( c)
is finite. The core of the argument then consists in deriving from the shape of F the
general syntactic form of the meaning of a propositional connective c. It turns out
that F itself calls for connectives of two kinds, a conjunctive and an implicational
connective. The need for a disjunctive connective and for absurdity l stems from
providing meanings by (finite) sets of rules.
Although (Cl) is assumed, it is not explicitly used in Zucker a.nd Tra.gesser's
argument. Giving up (Cl) will, however, affect F a.nd the derivation of the genera.I
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form of the meaning of a. propositional connective c. In addressing the adequacy
problem for weaker formalizations than intuitionistic natural deduction, a. basic
sequent calculus for ISPL comprising the 'sequential' conjunctive and implicational
connectives of Categorial Grammar will serve as a starting-point. From an interpretational point of view, the shift from natural deductions to sequent calculi appears
not to be very dramatic: I-rules for c do not essentially differ from (f- c)-rules.
However, there is a point in distinguishing between E-rules for c and ( c f-)-rules.
Moreover, sequent calculi are extremely perspicious. In a sequent format conditions
like (Cl) take the form of structural rules. The addition of certain such structural
rules to our base logic will transform some connectives into different operations
and thereby guide the interpretation of the most general introduction-scheme (now
looked at as the most general (f- c )-scheme) and the derivation of the general syntactic form of a propositional connective's meaning from this scheme. In the presence
of a structural rule of permutation e.g. , the Categorial Grammar implications /, \
collaps into intuitionistic linear implication -o (for the latter cf. e.g. [l]).
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Lambek propositional logic

Our base logic will be Lambek propositional logic ISPL. A sequent-style presentation ofISPL in {t, l, 1, /, \, ,, $, n} is:
axiomscheme:
Af-A'
operational rules:
(f- t) X f- t'
(f- 1)

f- 1'

XYf-A
(l f-) X1Yf-A'

(f- /)

XA f-B
X f- (B/A)'

Y f- A X BZ f- C
(/ f-) X(B/A)YZ f- C '

(f- \)

AX f-B
X f- (A\ B)'

Y f-A XBZ f- C
(\ f-) XY(A \ B)Z f- C'

(f- n)

XAY f- C
XA n BY f- C'

(n f-)

XBY f- C
XA n BY f- C'
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Xf-A Xf-B
X f- An B '

